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Actor Robert DeNiro has listed his Perry Street
property, left, while rapper Puff Daddy put his
apartment on the market, below, as did Billy Joel,
bottom. Dolly Lenz is pictured above

celebrity homes

Bubble, what bubble?
There’s been much talk of late about whether a real estate bubble
has developed in the US. Those who argue that a bubble exists point
to the 33 per cent rise in prices since the bottom of the market in
2012. Fuelled by an over-accommodative central bank, they argue,
home prices are now back to their previous pre-financial crisis high
in 2006, and it’s only a matter of time before reality sets in and
prices plummet.
But this view fails to acknowledge the wholly different
environment that exists today as compared to conditions before the
collapse of the housing market in 2008. Credit quality has
significantly improved as banks have increased lending standards.
Gone are the creative mortgages borrowers could not afford and
allowed the least credit worthy buyers to live the American dream.
Gone are the speculative investors who flipped property before
they even closed.
People no longer believe that real estate prices only move in an
upward direction and in that respect, the market collapse taught
everyone a valuable lesson. While low interest rates have made
housing affordability very attractive, gone is the easy money, which
fed the speculative bubble. Prices today reflect the local supply vs.
demand conditions prevalent in the surrounding neighbourhood,
not a speculative artificially inflated market.
Our firm specialises in representing high net worth individuals
and here’s what our clients are telling us. With the stockmarket at
all-time highs and real estate prices back to pre-crisis levels, finding
decent returns has become extremely difficult. So they’ve decided
to invest in real estate by buying property for their private use, as
they believe real estate is an attractive store of value. Investments
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you can live in has become a desirable option for many of the rich
and famous and as the supply of homes in the markets they desire
to live in has dwindled, record prices have become the norm. And
the amount of money they have been spending is quite eye-popping.
No downsizing for these rarefied few. Legendary musician Sting
has reportedly purchased a high floor penthouse on Central Park
South for $US80 million ($106m). After purchasing a mega
penthouse on New York’s Fifth Avenue, music mogul David Geffen
bought a Hamptons estate for $US70m. Chris Hughes, a cofounder
of Facebook, has purchased a prime West Village townhouse for
$US23.5m. Billionaire Napster founder Sean Parker has purchased
three adjacent townhomes in Greenwich Village for a reported
$US60.5m, and that’s before combination and renovation costs.
Similarly, Jennifer Lopez, fashion designer Tom Ford and billionaire
investor Daren Metropoulos have each purchased multi-milliondollar homes in Los Angeles – for a reported $US28m, $US53m and
$US100m, respectively.
And these highly recognised names are not unique in their
spending ways. Relatively unknown high net worth individuals are
also making huge investments in real estate, purchasing multiple
units to combine, and thus creating trophy properties for themselves
and their families.
From our perch, it certainly appears the smart money is chasing
uber real estate assets. We expect the rest of the real estate market
will follow suit.
Dolly Lenz heads New York-based Dolly Lenz Real Estate, and last year
sold more than $US400 million worth of luxury US homes.
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